David Adam, London
After a national tour of every university staff room in the country, the debate over Britain's Research Assessment Exercise (RAE) finally rolled into the House of Commons last week, amid acrimony, namecalling and threats of legal action.
Introduced in 1986, the assessment -an exhaustive audit of university research carried out every few years and linked directly to funding -is widely credited with raising the quality of British science, and has attracted interest from governments around the world. But it has not been without controversy, most recently when funds could not be found to reward record increases in RAE grades awarded by the 2001 exercise (see Nature 414, 834; 2001) .
The process has faced even closer scrutiny and much scepticism at home since the results of the latest audit were announced in December last year. On 26 June, the Higher Education Funding Council for England (HEFCE), the body that operates the RAE, announced a major review to decide whether and how the exercise should be repeated. "We want to get people to look forward to what will happen in the future," says Philip Walker, a spokesperson for the council.
But in the Commons debate on 27 June, Ian Gibson, Labour Member of Parliament for Norwich North and chair of the House of Commons Science and Technology Select Committee, said that HEFCE officials had been "arrogant and dismissive" about criticism of the RAE. And a group representing the heads of environmental-science departments wrote to the council on 28 June demanding a review of the way their subject is assessed.
The environmental scientists say that a statistical analysis of the latest audit for their departments reveals irregularities. They say that their departments scored, on average, two grades lower than departments in other disciplines, and complain that there were too few specialists from their subject on the assessing panel. With no appeal mechanism open to them, some departments have considered asking a court to overturn the results.
"Possible legal action is being discussed but it's expensive and I don't think any university would embark on a legal process on their own," says William Stephens, head of the Institute of Water and the Environment at Cranfield University in Bedfordshire.
Last week the HEFCE also published its response to a highly critical report released by Gibson's committee in April. The committee labelled the assessment a "damaging distraction" and said that it distorts research practices, ruins careers and hastens departmental closures. The HEFCE retorted that there is no hard evidence to support the criticisms. Gibson responded that the council is "out of touch with the community it serves". Several researchers contacted by Nature side with Gibson. One physicist at a leading UK university even claims that scientists' names have been inappropriately added to research papers to boost their departments' scores in the audit.
But HEFCE officials stress that the RAE has achieved its goals, adding that critics are too quick to blame the exercise when unpopular decisions are taken for other reasons. "Disentangling the effects of the RAE from other pressures on the sector is not as straightforward as it may appear," says Bahram Bekhradnia, the HEFCE's director of policy. 
